SATURN IN SYNASTRY
Soulmates, or Cellmates?

April Elliott Kent | BigSkyAstrology.com
“He's more myself than I am. Whatever our souls are made out of, his and mine are the same.”
“You and I have unfinished business.”

“Baby, you ain’t kidding.”
IN THIS LECTURE...

• Saturn’s place in synastry

• How Saturn works in relationships, and how it works against us

• Saturn/Planet connections between charts
“A COMFORTABLE HELL”
“You and I have unfinished business.”

“Baby, you ain’t kidding.”
WHAT SATURN BRINGS TO THE TABLE
SATURN’S RELATIONSHIP GIFTS

• Relationship longevity
• Mutual support
• Conscience
• Development of maturity
• Helping each other achieve goals
• Encouraging discipline
Oppression
Too much of a good (?) thing
Chilliness
Like coffee, it stunts your growth
WHEN SATURN WORKS
SCENARIO #1: SATURNINE PEOPLE

• Have Saturn strong by
  – Sign
  – Angular placement
  – Aspects to important planets

• Have strong Capricorn/Aquarius emphasis in the chart
More Saturn than Thou
More Saturn than Thou

Saturn Folk
SCENARIO #2: NATURE OF RELATIONSHIP

• One person has more age, status, resources, or knowledge/experience
  – Parent/child
  – Teacher/student
  – Boss/employee
  – Mentor/protegee
  – Business partnership
  – Legal marriage
SCENARIO #3: SATURN TRANSITS

• E.g.,
  – Saturn return, square, or opposition to natal Saturn
  – Saturn conjoined, square, or opposed the natal Sun, Moon, or angles
SCENARIO #4: FRIENDS WITH SATURN
WHEN SATURN BRINGS...LESSONS.
FINDING SATURN’S LESSONS

- Unowned Saturn lessons – look to...
  - natal Saturn’s house
  - Natal aspects to Saturn
PARENTAL BAGGAGE
Affair revealed
YOU WERE A SATURN TRANSIT FOR YOUR PARENTS
CARRIE & DEBBIE: A LOVE STORY
JUMPING ON YOUR SORE SPOTS
SATURN/PLANET CONNECTIONS
SATURN/SUN

Soulmates:
• Helps define you
• Very supportive
• Mutual appreciation

Cellmates:
• Validate your insecurities
• Trapped in parental baggage
SATURN/SUN
Soulmates:
• Builds your confidence
• Makes you feel strong
• Good for mentorship

Cellmates:
• Nurturing can be absent
• Leaves you feeling lonely
• Projects onto you
SATURN/MOON

Kurt Russell
Goldie Hawn
SATURN/MERCURY

Soulmates:
• Helps shape your curiosity, thinking, and ideas
• Inspires you to improve communication
• Teacher, problem solver

Cellmates:
• Makes you feel insecure about intellect
• Won’t listen to you
• Thinks you’re flighty or shallow
Soulmates:
• Helps shape your curiosity, thinking, and ideas
• Inspires you to improve communication
• Teacher, problem solver

Cellmates:
• Makes you feel insecure about intellect
• Won’t listen to you
• Thinks you’re flighty or shallow
Soulmates:
• Helps you attain your desires
• Help you gain self-confidence
• Is supportive financially, encourages frugality

Cellmates:
• Makes you feel unattractive or undesirable
• Makes you feel frivolous and indulgent
• Opportunism
Soulmates:
• Helps you attain your desires
• Helps you gain self-confidence
• Is supportive financially, encourages frugality

Cellmates:
• Makes you feel unattractive or undesirable
• Makes you feel frivolous and indulgent
• Opportunism

SATURN/VENUS

Inner Wheel
Steve Jobs
Natal Chart
Feb 24 1955, Thu
7:15 pm PST +8:00
San Francisco, CA
37°N46'30" 122°W25'06"
Geocentric
Tropical
Porphyry
True Node

Outer Wheel
Steve Wozniak
Natal Chart
Aug 11 1950, Fri
9:45 am PDT +7:00
San Jose, CA
37°N20'07" 121°W53'38"
Geocentric
Tropical
Porphyry
True Node
Soulmates

• Help you use your energy productively, strategically
• Excellent working relationship
• Motivation, professional boost

Cellmate:

• One person feels blocked
• One considers the other impulsive and reckless
• Feeling of impotence

SATURN/MARS
Soulmates

- Help you use your energy productively, strategically
- Excellent working relationship
- Motivation, professional boost

Cellmate:
- One person feels blocked
- One considers the other impulsive and reckless
- Feeling of impotence

Saturn 5.16 Virgo
Soulmates:
• Practical support makes big ideas a reality
• Point out practical challenges in your plan and help you plan for them
• You lighten the Saturn person’s attitude

Cellmates:
• Saturn can stick pins in your bubbles
• Saturn person feels they always have to be the grownup
• Jupiter accentuates Saturn negativity
Soulmates:
• Practical support makes big ideas a reality
• Point out practical challenges in your plan and help you plan for them
• You lighten the Saturn person's attitude

Cellmates:
• Saturn can stick pins in your bubbles
• Saturn person feels they always have to be the grownup
• Jupiter accentuates Saturn negativity

Saturn
27 deg.
Leo

Jupiter
22 deg.
Aquarius

Sir Edmund Hillary
Tenzing Norgay

Tenzing Norgay
Sir Edmund Hillary

Jupiter
Saturn
Leo
Aquarius
Soulmate:
• Collaborate on great works
• Learn from each other
• Inspire each other’s best effort

Cellmates:
• Each contradicts the other’s authority; rivalry
Soulmate:
• Collaborate on great works
• Learn from each other
• Inspire each other's best effort

Cellmates:
• Each contradicts the other's authority; rivalry

Saturn in VIRGO
Saturn in SAGITTARIUS
Saturn 5.50 Scorpio
Saturn 8.11 Leo

Larry David
Saturn 8.11 Leo

Jerry Seinfeld
Saturn 5.50 Scorpio
Soulmates:
• Helps you “fit in”
• Liberation from insecurities
• Help making important changes

Cellmates:
• Curtails your freedom
• Sees you as disruptive
Soulmates:
• Helps you "fit in"
• Liberation from insecurities
• Helps making important changes

Cellmates:
• Curtails your freedom
• Sees you as disruptive

Carl Bernstein
Uranus 4.49
Gemini

Bob Woodward
Uranus 1.30
Gemini

Richard Nixon
Saturn 27.29
Taurus

SATURN/URANUS
Soulmates:
• Saturn person is the “designated driver”
• Gives form to dreams & imagination
• Protective; helps you keep on track

Cellmates:
• Inhibition of dreams
• Overreliance on mate
• Saturn person has to be the “parent”
SATURN/NEPTUNE

Soulmates:
• Saturn person is the “designated driver”
• Gives form to dreams & imagination
• Protective; helps you keep on track

Cellmates:
• Inhibition of dreams
• Overreliance on mate
• Saturn person has to be the “parent”

Saturn 8.33 Libra
Neptune 15.09 Libra

Dan Aykroyd
Saturn 8.33 Libra

John Belushi
Neptune 15.09 Libra
SATURN/NEPTUNE

George H. Martin
Saturn 23 Scorpio
Paul McCartney
Neptune 27 Virgo
John Lennon
Neptune 26 Virgo
Soulmates:
• Saturn person helps pull Pluto person from self-destructive patterns
• Saturn helps Pluto person put his house in order

Cellmates:
• Pluto undermines the foundation of what Saturn is building
• Turf wars – Saturn wants authority, Pluto wants power
Soulmates:
• Saturn person helps pull Pluto person from self-destructive patterns
• Saturn helps Pluto person put his house in order

Cellmates:
• Pluto undermines the foundation of what Saturn is building
• Turf wars – Saturn wants authority, Pluto wants power
SATURN/ASCENDANT

Soulmates:
• One gives voice to the other
• Challenges you to “get real”
• Challenges you to give your best effort

Cellmates:
• Ascendant person can be seen as pushy or too ambitious.
• Can be a fierce rivalry
SATURN/ASCENDANT

Serena Williams
Saturn
11.42
Libra

Venus Williams
Ascendant
13.32
Libra
Soulmates:
• Saturn person helps you feel respected
• You show an example or offer mentorship to Saturn person

Cellmates:
• Saturn person can feel overshadowed by Midheaven person, especially professionally.
Soulmates:
• Saturn person helps you feel respected
• You show an example or offer mentorship to Saturn person

Cellmates:
• Saturn person can feel overshadowed by Midheaven person, especially professionally.
Soulmates:
• You are each other’s true north

Cellmates:
• You are stuck with each other. Forever.
Drop and give me twenty!
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